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The fall-out from many high profile crises in governance and leadership in recent
decades, from banking to healthcare, continues to be felt around the world. Major reports
have questioned the values and behaviour, not just of individual organizations but of
professionals, industries and political leadership. These reports raise questions about
business corporations and also public service institutions. In response this new series
aims to explore the broad principles of governance and leadership and how these are
embodied in different contexts, opening up the possibility of developing new theories
and approaches that are fuelled by interdisciplinary approaches. The purpose of the
series is to highlight critical reflection and empirical research which can enable dialogue
across sectors, focusing on theory, value and the practice of governance, leadership and
responsibility.
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Written from a global context, the series is unique in bringing leadership and governance
together. The King III report connects these two fields by identifying leadership as one of
the three principles of effective governance however most courses in business schools
have traditionally treated these as separate subjects. Increasingly, and in particular with
the case of executive education, business schools are recognizing the need to develop
and produce responsible leaders. The series will therefore encourage critical exploration
between these two areas and as such explore sociological and philosophical perspectives.
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